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Spiral Phase of a Doped Quantum Antiferromagnet
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A low density of vacancies in a 2D, spin- —, , Heisenberg antiferromagnet leads (for a range of eAective

couplings) to a metallic phase with incommensurate antiferromagnetic order, i.e. , with the staggered
magnetization rotating in a plane with the wave number proportional to the density. This structure orig-
inates from the polarization of the antiferromagnetic dipole moments of the vacancies. The excitation
spectrum of this spiral state includes an interesting low-lying mode. Implications for neutron scattering
and normal-state resistivity are discussed.

PACS numbers: 75. 10.3m, 71.30.+h, 74.65.+n

Current theories of high-temperature superconductivi-
ty' and of neutron scattering on CuO-based compounds
have focused attention on the behavior of electrons with
hard-core interactions on a two-dimensional square lat-
tice at a density of just less than one per site. The re-
sidual interactions are antiferromagnetic (AF) and are
described by a generic Hamiltonian which includes
vacancy-hopping and spin-exchange terms:

Hp= —t~c„+; c„+Jgs„s,+;,
r, a

where a =x, y, the spin- —,
' fermion operator c, is re-

stricted to single occupancy, and s, =c, t c„ is the
local spin.

In the absence of vacancies the spin- 2 Heisenberg
model has long-range AF order at T=O and we assume
that its long-wavelength properties are described by the
nonlinear cr model (NLcr). A good deal is also known
about the ground state of the single vacancy.
Specifically, the single-vacancy ground states form a nar-
row band, ek, of width w —O(J) in the t))J limit [or
w-O(t /J) for t((J] with energy minima lying at
k, =(+ x/2, ~ x/2). The band is strongly anisotropic so
that the mass, p& —w ', for k perpendicular to the zone
boundary'' is about a factor of 10 smaller than the
parallel mass, pii, for t =J. Near the energy minima,
the vacancy states involve a long-range dipolar distortion
of the staggered magnetization, Q, and can be as-
signed' an AF dipole moment p, (k) which is a vector in

both spin and physical spaces with magnitude of order
min(J 't, l ) and k dependence p, (k) —sink, .

Presently we consider the eAect of a low density of va-
cancies, n((1. We will show that the commensurate
Neel state is unstable (at T=O in 2D) for any n, towards
a spiral state in which the AF dipole moments of the
holes order as a result of polarization of the spins of op-
posite valleys of the Fermi sea (located near k, ) in oppo-
site directions. In the spiral state the staggered magneti-

zation, Q, rotates in a plane with a pitch scaling as n

We also find a new low-lying excitation, the "torsion"
mode, which is the collective mode associated with the
transverse fluctuations of the dipole polarization and
hence with the fluctuations of the plane of the spiral in

spin spac-. ' We expect (in some temperature range)
the AF correlation length to scale with n '. It should
be emphasized that the spiral phase appears through a
mechanism quite diferent from the usual 2kF spin-
density-wave instability of the Fermi surface, and, in
contrast, remains metallic with the vacancy Fermi sur-
face ungapped.

The one-particle properties mentioned above are incor-
porated into a semiphenomenological eA'ective Hamil-
tonian:

H ff Z&kpk+k gZp. (q) j.(q)
q, a

—g' g cosk, %'k q/qt+k+q/— 2 m(q)+HNLo
q, k, a

The vacancy is represented by a two-component spinor '

~; m is the local magnetization operator which is con-

jugate to Q and enters in the NLa Hamiltonian

NNL = —,
' g„[g 'm +p(A, Q) ] where g —J ' is the

susceptibility, p —J is the spin-wave stifI'ness, and h,, is
the lattice gradient. The second term in Eq. (l) couples
the background magnetization current j,= Q x 3,,Q with
the AF dipole moment of the vacancies

Pa (q ) =Z stnka Pk —q/2 ~ Pk +q/2
k

and gives rise to the dipolar interactions. The phenome-
nological coupling constants g and g' are of order
min(t, J). Note that g=g'=t and ek =0 would corre-
spond to the bare hopping term of Hp, diagrammatical-
ly ek &0 emerges as the coherent part of the self-
energy ' while the reduction of g in the t»J limit
crudely incorporates the downward renormalization of
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the coherent part of the propagator by incoherent pro-
cesses. The scaling g-J in the t))J limit also corre-
sponds to the saturation of the single-vacancy dipole mo-
ment at 0(1). One observes that since for a low density
of vacancies only the states with k = k„are occupied, at
small momentum transfer the dipolar coupling is dom-
inant while the coupling to m is suppressed by an extra
power of n.

To understand the physics described by 0,& of Eq.
(1), let us consider its classical limit

H„= —gp, (~ x 8, ~)+ —,
' p(6, ~)

The dipoles clearly order, (p, )&0, leading to a spiral an-
tiferromagnetic phase with Qxt), 0 =gp '(p, ), where
Q rotates in the plane perpendicular to the spin direction
of (p, ) with a pitch along the spatial direction of (p, ).
The magnitude of the inverse pitch, or equivalently the
incommensurability wave number Q, is proportional to
the total polarization and hence to the density of holes:
Q= I&& I =gp 'Ip. I-n

The quantum problem is a little more subtle since the
Pauli principle prevents p, (k) from being identical for
all vacancies. We first consider the renormalization of
the spin-wave propagator by particle-hole Auctuations as
described by the "bubble" diagram. Only the stiff'ness
constant is modified to lowest order in n since the cou-
pling to m vanishes at the zone face centers. One finds
the renormalized static stiff'ness p =:p —g gd, where

Zd = 6 Z»n'k „«(+k~+k (0) +k r+k (t))
k, a

is the static dipole susceptibility. The instability is sig-
naled by p(0,

p g gd)1. (2)

For noninter acting particles at zero temperature
gd =4NF (sin k, ), where NF denotes the density of states
at the Fermi energy and the angular brackets are an
average over the Fermi surface. In 2D NF=(p~~p~)' /
2/r and for t/J both large or small one finds that the
left-hand side of Eq. (2) is of order 1 times (p~~/p&)

'

Thus, provided the anisotropy p~~/p~ is as large as we ex-
pect, the instability occurs at arbitrarily low hole density
n. The n 0 limit is of course singular since the calcu-
lated stiA'ness renormalization only applies at wave num-
bers q «kF —n. Even in this limit the absence of a
threshold density is an artifact of two dimensionality and
T=O. In the classical limit gd —n/T while in 3D at
T=O, gd —n', so that in either case the instability
occurs for n & n, .

A state with negative stiffness constant p evidently
prefers to twist, and we will now construct a mean-field
theory for such a phase. Assume' 0x8, Q =zQ„AO.

Q, =gp ' g sink, (nk+ nk—),
k

where

nk
—= [expp(t. k + gg, sink, —eF ) + 1]

(3)

and t. F is the chemical potential. Equation (3) acquires
a nonzero solution when g /gd )p (note that
gd =g '(6p, /6Q, )

I g =o) and hence we identify the

P & 0 instability [Eq. (2)] with the onset of incommensu-
rate, spiral AF order. For g gd/2 & p &g gd and n((1,
we find a spatially uniform fully polarized state with

Q, —n along the (1,0) or (0,1) directions and a positive
stiA'ness constant. For p &g gd/2 our model suggests
phase separation which is unphysical in view of our
neglect of the long-range Coulomb potential. A more in-
teresting and highly speculative possibility in this param-
eter range is an intrinsically disordered phase. '

From Eq. (3) it is clear that the dipolar polarization
(p, )&0 is built up by populating opposite valleys of the
Fermi sea with vacancies of opposite pseudospin. The
ordering is reminiscent of Stoner ferromagnetism with
the important diA'erence that in the present case there is
no net spin polarization. In terms of the fields ' yk '

which create spinless holes on sublattice' 4 or 8, any
state with (p, ) J 0, as is the case for the spiral phase,
has only oA'-diagonal pseudospin order: i.e. , (ykt yk)—Q, sink, but (yk yk ) =(yk yk). The hole wave func-
tion has equal weights on the two sublattices and a fixed
phase relation between them. One can also see that for
the spiral phase'

(c (r')c~ (r))-exp[iQ (r T-r')/2].

To explore the low-energy excitations of a spiral state
with given Q, semiclassically, we examine the long-
wavelength distortions of Q, m, and p, in Eq. (1).
Define the linearized staggered magnetization operators
g„([g,g] =0) in a rotating frame:

0, 0 = [1 —
g g/2, (g —

g )/2i, (j+g )/2],

where 0, is a uniform O(3) rotation around z corre-
sponding to the spiral state Q, . Similarly, the long-
wavelength transverse Auctuations of the dipole density
are parametrized by

0,'p. =
I (p, )

I [u„uy, 1 ——,
' (u.'+ uy')],

with u„= —' (/r t+ /r gt g), uJ =—(/r /r t)/2i, and
[/r„/r„] =6„„.Introducing the magnetization operator /1

conjugate to g, [/I„,g„] =8„„,substituting into Eq. (1),

Then the mean-field version of Eq. (1) reads

HMFT g 8k nk ggg sink, (nk+ nk —) + —,
' pg,',

k

where nk
—are the occupation numbers of spin-z states.

Minimizing with respect to Q„ leads to a self-consistency
condition:
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and expanding for small k and Q we find

H=Z~pQ'~k«+ 2 pQ Ir(« —n'—k)(01';+0—k)+Z rlkgk+plt gkCkj
k

(4)

We observe that the imaginary part, g
—

g, decouples from x: The corresponding branch (I) of the spectrum has the
usual spin-wave form col =c k (where c —=p/g) with the zero mode being a global rotation of 0 in the plane of the
spiral (the phase mode of the spiral). The out-of-plane distortion of A, the g +g mode, mixes with the polarization
fluctuations z leading to more complex dynamics:

2 (k) ~ ( 2k 2+ 2Q4) fi ~ [I 4 2
2Q4k 2/( 2k 2+ 2Q4) ] 1/2J (5)

where k~ =k —(k Q) /Q . The upper branch (R) is
spin-wave-like for k»g; however, mixing with z intro-
duces a gap cvR =pg at k=0. The transverse Auctua-
tions of the dipole polarization dominate the lower
branch, the torsion mode mT, which lies entirely on the
energy scale pg n—J. Notice that for kllQ, cvT=0:
This is an artifact of the k, g«1 expansion. Higher-
order terms' in Eq. (4), O(g k ), would in general in-
clude a stiA'ness D (or diA'usivity) term for the polariza-
tion and the corrected dispersion relation is obtained by
replacing k~ in Eq. (5) by k~ =k~+p 'D(k —

Q ) .
The remaining zeros of cvT(k) occur at k, = ~ Q, and
are associated with uniform rotation of the plane of the
spiral in spin space.

The transverse fluctuations of the dipole polarization
arise as a collective mode involving slowly varying per-
turbations of the Fermi distributions of the vacancies
and the mode structure, Eq. (5), can be also derived us-
ing the kinetic theory approach of Landau. ' It should
be emphasized that the dipole (or torsion) mode is limit-
ed to small momentum transfers q & kF —Q

'

The behavior of the static spin-correlation function
with temperature and doping should furnish a useful ex-
perimental signature of the spiral state. From our dis-
cussion of the instability we expect the incommensurabil-
ity Q to appear for T & EF n(fo—r n ) n, ) and thereaf-
ter to remain constant. The spatial direction of Q is
dificult to predict without a more realistic Hamiltonian;
however, we note that in the Q-(1, 1) state there would
be a net interlayer exchange of O(g ) (for the LaCuO
based material) which may make it more favorable. The
spin correlations are anisotropic because of the softness
of the torsion mode in the kll Q direction. In the classi-
cal limit the fluctuations of 0, parametrized by the polar
angles O, tt (with the uniform rotation about z taken out),
have energy

E—lpi.'+D(I
ii

—Q')'I
I &k I

'+ pi" I ek I
',

where Q k& =Qxk~~ =0. The spin order along Q can
disappear for T—JD '

Q « eF as the torsion mode
melts, leaving the correlation length g —O(n '). The
presence of domains of diA'erent Q and topological de-
fects in the spiral structure, which may be quenched in,
will make the correlations more isotropic. However
disordered the torsion mode becomes, it cannot reduce
the correlation length beyond Q

' —n ' since on short-

er scales the spins obey the Heisenberg model which is,
we assume, ordered. Note that our arguments in favor
of the spiral state do not require long-range order, but
only kF ' « g, which is satisfied for n « l.

Holes make a potentially important nonhydrody-
namic contribution to spin-wave damping via the imagi-
nary part of the dipole susceptibility gd (k, rv). For
k «kF one finds I =Im(rv/ck) —g pc/pvF, provided
c & vF, else, I -g pvF/pc for a window around k-pc.
For weakly localized holes where the momentum-
conservation constraint is absent, one finds, neglecting
numerical factors and characterizing all states by a sin-
gle length and mass, that I —g pn/c. The latter may be
important at k ((kF for low densities where c ) vF and I
is otherwise zero.

The torsion mode lying entirely at frequencies O(n J)
is easily saturated thermally and is a possible source of
the linear-T resistivity characteristic of the normal state
of the high-T, materials. We expect the resistivity to
arise from the direct (spin Aip) coupling of the holes
with the collective torsion mode in a manner analogous
to an itinerant ferromagnet. (By contrast, scattering
from a spin-diAusion mode would yield a resistivity going
as T or higher. ) However, a proper calculation has not
yet been carried out.

To conclude, we have shown that mobile vacancies in a
background with at least short-range AF order have di-
polar interactions which induce their collective polariza-
tion, leading to a spiral AF phase (even if the vacancies
are not strongly localized). The spiral order implies, at a
one-particle level, correlations between the wave number
and pseudospin which extend throughout the Fermi
sea. We expect that along with the ordered spiral phase
there might exist (for larger values of eA'ective coupling
constant or higher vacancy density) a disordered state
with local spiral twist. Dipolar interactions may also in-
troduce pair correlations and superconductivity in singlet
and triplet channels. The competition and coexistence of
superconductivity and local spiral order can be explored
on the mean-field level using the four-fermion Hamil-
tonian with dipolar interaction obtained by integrating
out the spin waves. ' Finally, it appears that the
hopping-induced dipole moment of the vacancy persists
even in a more realistic two-band model of CuO
planes, raising hopes that our analysis and predictions
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may hold for the real materials and may be of experi-
mental relevance.
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Note added. —One interesting extension of the present
analysis concerns the double-spiral generalization pro-
posed by Kane et al. Indeed, our mean-field theory
admits a state with the dipole polarization involving two
orthogonal spin directions e e y =0; &p, ) =e '

. Lo-
cally this state is degenerate with the single spiral; how-

ever, 0&&r), 0 =gp '(p, ) can no longer be solved glo-
baOy without an amplitude modulation: Hence the
mean-field energy is higher. However, the higher sym-
metry of the double spiral would lead to additional zeros
in the torsion-mode spectrum and therefore to the reduc-
tion of the zero-point energy.
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